Ossia is a technology company that is revolutionizing the mobility and connectivity of people and industries. We empower industry leaders and service providers to create ecosystems for delivering smart wireless power and connectivity to small devices.

Ossia’s patented Cota technology, delivered much like WiFi, is inherently safe and provides real wireless power through the air, over a distance, even while in motion. And it’s available for license now.

Ossia is changing the way we live and build technology for the future.
**COTA®: REAL WIRELESS POWER™**

Ossia is challenging people’s imagination about what is possible with wireless power.

Think of all the devices you rely on every day: smartphone, remote control, smoke alarm, wearables, IoT sensors etc. Now imagine you never have to think about charging them again. No more plugging devices into the wall. No more replacing the batteries. That’s Cota. That’s Real Wireless Power.

**HOW COTA WORKS**

The Cota Cloud enables you to manage all of your Cota-powered devices.

- **Manufacturers**
  - Cota licenses are available for manufacturers to integrate into their own or other Cota licensees’ products.

- **Service Providers**
  - Service providers can license and deliver Cota wireless power to customers’ and employees’ small devices.

- **The Global Ecosystem**
  - Become part of the wireless power ecosystem, which enables interconnectivity, efficiency, and a faster time to market.

**COTA LICENSING COMPONENTS:**

- **Transmitters**
  - The Cota system tracks and powers multiple devices. Manufacturers can build them in multiple form factors, from table-top transmitters to embedded ceiling tiles.

- **Receivers**
  - Cota receivers can drive between 1 and 4 antennas and can be integrated with a variety of devices from mobile phones to AA batteries, wearables, IoT, and more.

**REAL WIRELESS POWER BENEFITS**

- **No plugs, no cables, no charging mats. Cota® is real wireless power automatically delivered.**

- **Power at a Distance**
  - The only wireless power solution that works everywhere.

- **Power in Motion**
  - Keep wearables, mobile devices and more charging. No downtime needed.

- **Power Safely and Efficiently**
  - Delivers wireless power to devices and nothing else.

**COTA TECHNOLOGY IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR LICENSE**

A tiny micro-chip-sized receiver in a device sends a radio signal out into a room. The signal bounces off of walls (but not people or pets) until it finds the transmitter. The transmitter then sends power wirelessly along these same safe paths.

With Cota, a single transmitter can power an entire room or vehicle. Multiple transmitters power a whole building filled with receivers. The Cota Cloud enables you to manage all of these Cota-powered devices.

The Cota dashboard provides intelligent local device management, from identifying when devices need power to tracking device movement. The Cota Cloud enables the collection of device data and analysis via AI, and allows you to push content to connected devices.
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Ossia is a technology company that is revolutionizing the mobility and connectivity of people and industries. We empower industry leaders and service providers to create ecosystems for delivering smart wireless power and connectivity to small devices.

Ossia’s patented Cota technology, delivered much like WiFi, is inherently safe and provides real wireless power through the air, over a distance, even while in motion. And it’s available for license now.

Ossia is changing the way we live and build technology for the future.

Ossia’s patented Cota® technology, built to be inherently safe, provides Real Wireless Power™ over a distance and is ready to license today.
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REAL WIRELESS POWER™ will transform the way you do business

Ossia’s flagship wireless power technology Cota® delivers power over distance, while in motion, and without wires or charging mats. And it’s available for license now.